Sophie’s Seven Tasks

Last week, Sophie completed tasks related to every article in this issue of Forum. But in what order? For each clue, decide which of the two tasks she completed first. (The first one has been done for you, as an example.) Then use all the clues to find the order in which she completed all the tasks. Number the tasks from 1 (first) to 7 (last):

Tasks

___ Reading the “My Classroom: Serbia” article
___ Sharing information in a jigsaw breakout room
___ Exchanging cultural information
___ Responding to a description of a room
___ Writing a report about a peacemaker
___ Working at reading stations
___ Participating in a place mat debate

Clues

1. Sophie first saw the Serbia article at one of the reading stations, but she read the article later.
   Which did she complete first? ✓ reading stations ___ My Classroom article
2. Just before Sophie left the breakout room, one of her friends asked her what she planned to do next. She said, “I’m going to read an article called ‘My Classroom: Serbia.’ It looks interesting!”
   Which did she complete first? ___ breakout room ___ My Classroom article
3. Reading about Serbia inspired Sophie to select a peacemaker from Europe for her report.
   Which did she complete first? ___ peacemaker report ___ My Classroom article
4. Sophie enjoyed doing the activities at the reading stations so much that she told her friends about them on her way to the culture-studies class.
   Which did she complete first? ___ culture activity ___ reading stations
5. When Sophie got her topic in her breakout room, she told her group members, “This topic is similar to the one I had yesterday for the place mat debate.”
   Which did she complete first? ___ place mat debate ___ breakout room
6. Sophie took a break from writing her peacemaker report to submit her room-description assignment, and right after that, she finished her report. Then she was done with her tasks.
   Which did she complete first? ___ room description ___ peacemaker report
7. Sophie had a long walk from the culture-studies class to the class with the place mat debate.
   Which did she complete first? ___ place mat debate ___ culture activity
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Sophie’s Seven Tasks

1. Which did she complete first?
   - Reading stations

2. Which did she complete first?
   - Breakout room

3. Which did she complete first?
   - Peacemaker report

4. Which did she complete first?
   - Culture activity

5. Which did she complete first?
   - Place mat debate

6. Which did she complete first?
   - Place mat debate

7. Which did she complete first?
   - My Classroom article

8. Which did she complete first?
   - My Classroom article

9. Which did she complete first?
   - My Classroom article

Clues:
- Working on a classroom project
- Writing a report about a peacemaker
- Responding to a description of a room
- Exchanging cultural information
- Sharing information in a group breakout room
- Reading the “My Classroom: Serbia” article

Tasks:
- Reading the “My Classroom: Serbia” article
- Sharing information in a group breakout room
- Exchanging cultural information
- Responding to a description of a room
- Writing a report about a peacemaker
- Working on a classroom project
- Working at reading stations
- Participating in a place mat debate
- Writing a report about a peacemaker
- Responding to a description of a room
- Exchanging cultural information
- Sharing information in a group breakout room
- Reading the “My Classroom: Serbia” article
- Working at reading stations
- Participating in a place mat debate